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B.   Root dbspace 
C. Temporary dbspace 
D. Logical-log dbspace 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 132 
A company is trying to determine the best connection type to use for client applications to 
connect to the Informix database server. The company will have 100 clients connecting from 
different platforms in various locations. The connections must be able to support multithreaded 
client connections, multiple connections to the database server, and they must be secure. Which of 
the following connection types would be the most effective? 

A. Network connection 
B.   Multiplexed connection 
C. Shared memory connection 
D. Streamed pipes or named pipes 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 133 
Which of the following formulas represent the recommended method to calculate the estimated 
minimum size of logical logs files in an IBM Informix Dynamic Server? 

A.   LOGSIZE = ((number of connections * maxrows) * rowsize ) / 1024) / LOGFILES 
B.  LOGSIZE = ((number of users * maxrows) * rowsize ) / 1024) / LOGFILES 
C. LOGSIZE = ((number of connections * maxrows) * rowsize ) / 2048) / LOGFILES 
D. LOGFILES = ((number of connections * maxrows) * rowsize ) / 1024) / LOGSIZE 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 134
 
The database server page size is 4 Kilobytes.  Given the following the partial onstat -d output:
 
What is amount of free space in the dat1dbs DBSpace?
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A.  2500 kilobytes 
B.  5000 kilobytes 
C. 10000 kilobytes 
D. 20000 kilobytes 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 135 
Files need to be configured to establish network connections on a UNIX host system named 
"beta" with an IP address of 192.168.15.100. The sqlhosts file is as follows: 
alpha  ontlitcp  beta     sqlexec 
Which of the following entries is required in the /etc/hosts file? 

A.   192.168.15.100  alpha 
B.  192.168.15.100  beta 
C. beta  192.168.15.100 
D. beta  192.168.15.100  alpha 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 136 
Which of the following best describes an IBM Informix Dynamic Server distributed database 
environment? 

A.   A database can be accessed from only the machine on which it resides. 
B. A database can be accessed from only the instance in which it resides. 
C. A database can be accessed from only another database that is on a database server located on 
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a different machine. 
D. A database can be accessed from any database on any server. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 137 
Assuming system resources are sufficient, what is the number of database server instances that 
can run on a single machine simultaneously? 

A.   Only one instance can run at a time. 
B.   Two instances can run simultaneously. 
C. There is no practical limit to the number of instances that can run simultaneously. 
D. The number of instances that can run simultaneously is equal to the number of CPUs on the 
system. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 138 
A database server is experiencing performance problems related to disk I/O bottlenecks. The 
database server has three dbspaces and all of them reside on a single disk. The most active 
dbspace receives up to 50% of total I/O on this disk. Which of the following is the best solution to 
improve performance? 

A. Merge the three dbspaces into one dbspace. 
B. Move the most active dbspace to another disk. 
C. Merge the most active dbspace with one of the other two dbspaces. 
D. Move some data from the most active dbspace to the other two dbspaces. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 139 
A detached index was created on the customer table located in the stores database. Which of the 
following commands shows the dbspace in which the index resides? 

A. oncheck -pT stores:customer 
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B.   oncheck -pI stores:customer 
C. oncheck -pK stores:customer 
D. oncheck -pL stores:customer 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 140
 
A Database Administrator wants to configure AIO VPs for an IDS version 10 database server.
 
Which of the following configuration parameters should be used to set the number of AIO VPs to
 
2?
 

A.  VPCLASS 
B. NUMKIOVPS 
C. NUMAIOVPS 
D. NUMCPUVPS 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 141 
Which of the following typically indicates that an OLTP database server is running in good 
performance? 

A.   Many virtual portions 
B.   Very few locks being used 
C. Read cache rate is 95% or greater 
D. Few users with long running queries 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 142 
Observation shows that the database server has allocated ten virtual memory segments and the 
size of each segment is 8,000KB. Which of the following is the best option to reduce the number 
of virtual memory segments and to improve the performance? 

A.   Adjust the SHMTOTAL parameter to 0 and restart the database server. 
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B.   Adjust the SHMADD parameter to 80000 and restart the database server. 
C. Adjust the SHMTOTAL parameter to 80000 and restart the database server. 
D. Adjust the SHMVIRTSIZE parameter to 80000 and restart the database server. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 143
 
A Database Administrator needs to know the last time a full archive was taken with ontape.
 
Assuming that a level 0 backup has been taken once, which of the following commands below
 
could give the archive information needed?
 

A.   oncheck -pK 
B.   oncheck -pr 
C. oncheck -cI 
D. oncheck -pD 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 144 
Using the following output of an onstat -k command: How many table level locks are present in 
the engine? 

A.  0 
B.  1 
C. 2 
D. 3 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 145 
A database client resides on Windows and the database server runs on a UNIX box. The database 
client has queries that always return a large amount of data. Which of the following will most 
likely improve the response time of the client? 

A.   Add another virtual processor. 
B. Add a dbspace and spread the tables. 
C. Tune memory buffer size in the sqlhosts file. 
D. Increase the -s option in the sqlhosts file or registry. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 146
 
Given the following information:
 
Checkpoints are taking too long. What configuration changes should be made to reduce
 
checkpoint durations?
 

A.   Increase LTXHWM and LTXEHWM 
B. Increase PHYSBUFF and LOGBUFF 
C. Decrease LRU_MIN_DIRTY and LRU_MAX_DIRTY 
D. Decrease DS_TOTAL_MEMORY and SHMVIRTSIZE 

Answer: C 
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